
The following “Work by Others” is required to be completed prior to the elevator installation:

Hoistway: Provide a totally enclosed square, plumb and legal hoistway with no setbacks or ledges greater than 2” wide.  Hoistway construction shall comply with all applicable codes.  The 
required minimum pit depth is 8” and the footprint of the pit is to be the same as the clear hoistway dimension.  The rail blocking is to be installed per HED Standard Blocking Drawing.  The 
inside walls of the hoistway are required to be lined.  Plywood is preferred if local codes permit.  All hoistway plans are available at www.homeelevatorsdirect.net.

Pit: The elevator pit is required to be 8” deep measured from the lowest landing threshold to the top side of the pit floor.  The pit is to be designed to withstand a maximum load of 3580 
pounds.  The pit floor is required to be level and with a smooth finish.

Overhead: The minimum clear, finished overhead requirement is 8’-0” for a standard (6’-10”) height cab; 9’-0” required for an 8’ cab.  The clear, finished overhead dimension is defined as 
the distance from the topside of the top floor landing threshold to the underside of the ceiling of the shaft or the lowest point extending down form the ceiling.

Landing Doors: The GC/owner is required to provide solid core landing doors (1-3/4” thick recommended) complete with all related hardware at each landing.  The doors are to be 
positioned as indicated in the respective Home Elevator Direct (HED) plan view drawings.  All landing doors are required to be plumb and square to each other from floor-floor.  The wall(s) of 
the hoistway that the doors are to be installed SHALL be of 2” x 4” construction.  Regardless of the construction ALL doors shall be recessed to comply with the clearance requirements 
outlined in ANSI-A17.1-2000, Rule 5.3.1.7.2. (aka 3 x 5 rule). The code requires that the distance from the back side of the landing door in the closed position to the hoistway edge of the 
landing sill (flooring and /or threshold) is no to exceed 3”.  In addition, the distance form the backside of the landing door  in the closed position to the elevator car gate in the closed position 
is not to exceed 5”.  Please refer to HED - 3” x 5” Plan View Drawing.  THE ELEVATOR CANNOT BE PUT INTO OPERATION UNTIL ALL DOORS ARE IN COMPLIANCE.

Protection: The GC/owner is required to provide barricades and /or any other approved system to prevent access into the shaft.  The purpose of the barricade is to provide protection of all 
workers and/or occupants until the landing doors are installed.  Barricades are required to be provided at each landing up until the time that the solid core landing doors are installed.

Blocking, Wood Frame Construction: The GC/owner is required to provide a minimum of (2) sets or two - 2” x 12” yellow pine studs sandwiched together and capped with 2” x 4” studs on 
each side running vertically the entire height of the shaft per the HED - Standard Blocking Drawing.  The blocking SHALL be built and installed per the HED - Engineered Blocking Drawing 
as a minimum.  The blocking should be located per the respective HED - Plan View Drawing.  If needed, Home Elevators Direct offers an alternative Horizontal Blocking scheme.  See HED - 
Horizontal Blocking scheme, please not if the blocking is surface mounted to the framing studs the elevator platform size will be reduced by 3” in one direction or the other depending on 
which wall is the rail wall.  

Blocking, Concrete Construction: The GC/owner is required to pour all cells of the blocks within the entire rail wall.  An alternative method would be to have the masonry contractor install 
rail bracket inserts per HED - Horizontal Blocking Drawing.  The GC/owner is required to provide all knockouts for the hydraulic piping and/or hall stations at each level.  All patching, 
grouting, caulking and/or painting required after the installation is the responsibility of others.

Machine Room: An enclosed, legal machine room located adjacent to the elevator shaft at any floor shall be provided by the GC/owner.  The machine room shall be sized and built per the 
HED - Standard Machine Room layout.  An alternate machine room layout, if acceptable per local code, can be provided see the HED - Alternate Machine Room layout drawing for sizing 
and location of equipment.  When determining the machine room locations please consider any flood plain requirements.  If the machine room is located in the attic a permanent code 
compliant means of access shall be required to access the attic space.  Once in the attic space a solid, 2’ wide catwalk shall be provided to the area in which the equipment will be installed.  
In addition, a minimum area of 4’ x 4’ shall be decked over with plywood sized to withstand the loads (700#) based on the weight of the equipment and personnel.  Clear head heights should 
be considered when determining attic locations as HED requires 60” minimum head height for accessibility for installation and servicing of the equipment.  Note: If the machine room cannot 
be adjacent to the elevator shaft please consult with HED Distributor to coordinate the installation of the required remote hydraulic and electrical lines.

Electrical: Provide one (1) - 230 Volt, single phase, 60 hertz, 30 Amp dedicated circuit with fused disconnect (see below for recommended disconnects) and auxiliary contacts, per elevator.  
Provide a minimum of a 10/3 romex with a ground for the main power feed.  In addition, provide a dedicated 120 Volt, 15 Amp circuit with at single pole circuit breaker or fused disconnect for 
the cab lighting.  Connection of both of these circuits to the elevator controller is the responsibility of the electrical sub-contractor.  GC/owner is also required to provide a telephone line to the 
elevator machine room.  Leave a minimum  of 15’ of extra phone line in a 4” x 4” electrical box located in the elevator machine room/area.  GC/owner is to provide adequate lighting and 
switch for the machine room space.  A GFCI outlet is required to be provided in the machine room per National Electrical Code (NEC).

Cutler-Hammer-   DH221NGK- 240VAC Fused Disconnect
           DS200EK1- Auxiliary Contact Kit for disconnect listed above.
General Electric-  TH3221-240VAC Fused Disconnect
           THAUX21D- Auxiliary Contact Kit for disconnect listed above.
Siemens Electric- HF221N- 240VAC Fused Disconnect
           HA161234- Auxiliary Contact Kit for disconnect listed above. 
Square “D”-          H221N- 240VAC Fused Disconnect
           EIK031- Auxiliry Contact Kit for disconnect listed above.

All applicable items listed above must be completed prior to the elevator installation begginning.
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